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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Machine Detector Interface working group met to consider the accelerator and 
beamline issues as they impact the various B physics experimental options. The options 
may be divided into fixed target type and colliding beam type experiments. The fixed 
target experiments use bath extracted beams and internal targets in storage rings. For 
the colliding option, apart from using existing and planned accelerators (e.g., Tevatron and 
SSC) the working group spent some time looking at the concept of asymetric hadron colliders. 
The latter may offer 8ome kinematical advantages and their novel nature make them look 
advantageous. 

2. MACHINE DETECTOR INTERFACE PAPERS 

The papers for this working group may be divided into three parts. The first four 
papers explore the fixed target options, the next three the colliding options. The last six 
papers are individual contributions of interesting ideas that may he useful in the design of 
accelerators and experiments. The papers are entitled 

Fixed and Internal Target Options: Parameters and Impact 

Test of an Internal Wire Target at the HERA Proton Ring 

Extraction from TeV-Range Accelerators using Bent Crystal Channeling 

Synopsis of a Design of a Crystal Extraction Facility in the SSC East Utility Straight 

Design of the SSC Medium-Beta Interaction Regions 

Summary of the Snowmans Working Group on Machine Detector laterface 

Asymmetric Collidel 



Experimental Modification of SSC Interaction Region 

R.adinlion Environmrnt and Shielding at thP SSC 

Fixrd~Target Pxrtic-IP Fluxrs and Radiation LPVPIS a,t SSr Energies 

Longitudinal Wak&4d Focusing: An Ilnconwntional Approach to Reduce the Bunch Length 
in Twatron 

Obtaining Slow Bwum Spills at th* SSC Collider 

liltra Thin Bram Pipes for Internal Target, B Exprrim~nts 

Point~&Likr Internal Targrts for H Expe-rimrnts 

3. COMMENTS ON VARIOUS EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES 

Experimental approacbrs t,o futurr h-physics exprriments differ widely. Proposals for 
fut,urr experim.ents discussed at this workshop aim t,o wr center of mass energies from Js = 
,111 (:rV (HI:RA~B) up to the Js = 10 TeV at the energy of the SSC (COBEX,BCD,SDC...). 
Although the B production fraction improves by three orders of magnitude over this energy 
range. lower energy, fixed target approaches have bren advocated for a number of reasons. 

On one hand it is argurd that, in low-r energy collisions B ~FSO~S are more easily 
identified herause the physjcs background lras lowrr multiplicity and mean p,. On the o&r 
hand, many arguments r&t* to thr machine detector interface which was the subject of our 
working group. For example, hrcause of thr importance of measuring thr secondary wrtex 
position in these cqxrimmts, thr acrelrrator henmpipe plays a special role ~particularly 
in the forward dirwtion Collidw proposals have- chosen either to place their microvertex 
det~rtors outsidr thr beamtube (irk which GUN the radial location of the first tracking layer 
IS limited to 2 I rm by mnrhinr rquirements at injection energy) or inside the heampipr 
with a “Roman Pot” mechanism to mow thmm claw to the ham after atahle conditions are 
achieved. Fiwd target, expcrimvnt,s wing extracted hswns do away with the troublesome 
beampipe. 

Similarly, fixed target approaches may simplify the task of triggering on secondary 
vortices zince the length of the interaction region is typically IO-30 cm in pp colliders while 
it. can be made arbitrarily short with a foil or wire target. Another argument for the fixed 
target approach r&t.-s to the boost, of the h~decay secondary particles which may be better 
tracked and idwltifi4 in a forward detector geometry. If there is indeed a tradeoff between 
optimum boost and center of mass energy it may well he that the most favorable conditions 
for b experimenta would rxist at an asymmetric hadron collider. 
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